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SENTENCE ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENT (MULTIPLE MURDERERS) BILL 2018 — 
PAROLE REVIEWS 

803. Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS to the Attorney General: 
I have a supplementary question. I thought it was our job to ask the questions and the Attorney General’s job to 
answer, but nevertheless: rather than just changing the length of time between parole reviews—which is what the 
Attorney General is doing, and it is good; I am not criticising it—why will the Attorney General not get really 
serious about law and order and abolish parole completely in the future for future mass murderers and child killers? 

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY replied: 
That is what we are doing. We are pushing it back for six-year reviews and allowing — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Do you think this is funny, member? Do you think this is funny for victims? I hope they get 
some vision of you that I can send to the victims—that you laughed. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Minister! This is a serious thing. I do not want chatting across the chamber. The 
Attorney General has been asked a question and he is answering. I want to hear it in silence. 

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: As the member will have seen, because he will have no doubt read the bill already before 
asking this question, the six years can be extended and extended. We had to keep this within constitutional limits, 
and we have taken advice from the Solicitor–General of Western Australia as to the constitutionality of our 
proposal. We are not interested in bringing in laws that are going to be struck down. We want practical laws to 
offer victims real relief now. Are you going to support these laws when they come before this Parliament or not? 
Are you going to support them or not? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Attorney General, through the Chair please. Ask me the questions, not the opposition. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Are you finished? They have no credibility on this issue at all. They do not want the parole 
laws changed. When we support victims by bringing in a bill to change the laws, now they complain that they do 
not go far enough. They have no credibility. Just get behind these laws and support these laws as they are presented 
to Parliament. 
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